
Calendar of walks for Rowen Summer 2017 series of walks 

 
 

 

When/Where Grade Duration Start 

time 

Short description 

Wed 5th July 
Glyn Bach 

Medium 2Hrs 6PM at pub A short steep start then over farmland dropping through woods to 
the Groes road. Some lane walking before the final leg through Coed 
Mawr woods and then back over fields to the start. 

Wed 12th July 
Caerhun 

Medium 2Hrs Bus at 17.50 Start at Caerhun church and walk to Tal-y-cafn bridge. Over fields to 
the Conwy road and then again over fields back to Rowen. 

Wed 19th July 
Parciau 

Medium 2Hrs 6PM at pub Walk up to Parciau farm and then over open fields to reach a high 
point near Roman bridge. Walk along lane and then back down to 
village through fields. 

Wed 9th August 
Tan Rallt 

Harder 2.5 Hrs 6PM pub A  sustained steep up-hill to start through the woods behind Tan 
Rallt. Unspoilt woodland. Once on top we bumble along to the Burial 
chamber and then down through fields to the lane leading back to 
the start. 

Wed 16th August 
Tyn-y-Groes 

Medium 1.5Hrs 6PM pub Up behind Gilfach to the lane. Along the lane and then across fields 
to the Tny-y Groes lane. Walk over fields back to Rowen.  

Wed 23rd August 
Henryd 

Easy 1.5Hrs Bus at 17.50 Start at the Groes Inn. Over  fields to Henryd. Along lanes to the big 
style and then over fields to Tyddyn Mawr. From there it's back to 
village via Coed Mawr. 

Wed 30th August 
Tal-y-bont 

Medium/ 
Harder 

2Hrs Bus at 17.50 From near the Bedol pub we go uphill on paths to eventually come 
out on a lane. After a bit of lane walking we cut across farmland and 
then enter the Gorswen nature reserve. We get back to Rowen via 
Gorswen farm. 


